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ABSTRACT

The electron beam ion trap at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory is used to

produce and trap very highly charged ions for the study of electron-ion interactions.

Measurements of x-ray transitions in neonlike thorium (Th80+), ionization cross sections of

lithiumlike bariam (Ba53+), and of level-specific dielectronic recombination cross sections

of lithium iron (Fe23+) are presented.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The electron beam ion trap (EBIT) at Livermore is a state-of-the-art device for the
J

study of electron-ion interactions[Ii. Atomic physics issues investigated so far include

atomic kinetics mid x-ray line excitation mechanisms[2], tests of QED and relativity in high- l

Z multi-electron ions[3], cross section measurements of dielectronic recombination,

electron-impact, and resonance excitation[4].

In the following we give a brief overview of the operating parameters of EBIT.

Upgrades in machine design and instrumentation have enhanced capabilities and allowed us

to investigate new regimes of interest. These include the production of neonlike uranium

ions 0582+), level-specific measurements of the dielectronic recombination cross sections,

as well as measurements of ionization cross sections.

2. EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES AND OPERATING REGIMES

EBIT uses an electron beam to generate, trap, and probe very highly charged

ions[5]. Unlike EBIS and ECR sources[6], which are designed to study the physics of

ions using particle techniques, EBIT was conceived as an x-ray source. The ion trap is

kept short _ 2 cm) to minimize instabilities, which affect the electron beam and reduce the

maximum achievable charge state. The electron beam passing through the trap is

compressed to a radius of about 30 btm by a 3T magnetic field generated by a pair of

superconducting Helmholtz coils. Six radial slots allow viewing of the trapped ions in a

plane perpendicular to the electron beam.

Neutrals or ions are injected into the trap from a metal vapor arc[7] or through a gas

valve. Typically, the trapping region contains about 40,000 ions, i.e., the ion density is

about 109 cm "3. By contrast, the electron density is around 5x1012 cm-3. Hence, the trap ,, |

operates in a low-collisional regime, and metastable ions do not affect the operation under

most circumstances.



Because collisions with the electron beam results in heating of the ions, light-ion

cooling is used to prevent detrapping of heavy ions[8]. For this purpose low-Z gases such
0

as nitrogen is introduced to the trap to spoil the high vacuum. Fully stripped nitrogen

(N7+) can escape the trap much more readily than, for example, nconlike gold (Au69+). As

light ions leave the trap, they carry away heat and thus prevents build-up of ion

temperatures sufficient to detrap heavy ions. Trapping times of up to 4 hours were

observed for neonlike gold with light-ion cooling[8]. Without cooling the observed

trapping time is only a few seconds

An important feature of EBIT is the capability to produce ions of a desh'ed charge

state at one energy and probing these ions at a second. This is accomplished by rapid

switching of the beam accelerating potential (5 kV/msec) between the two voltages of

interest. Sinmltaneous recording of an x-ray event and beam energy provides yet further

experimental flexibility. Such 'event-mode' data acquisition allows continuous sweeps of

the beam energy, and thus extends the duty cycle during which data is acquired.

Since EBIT is designed as an x-ray source, instrumentation emphasizes x-ray

detection and analysis. Solid-state detectors provide a highly efficient means for x-ray

observation because of their near 100% quantum efficiency. Efficiency is especially

important, as the number of photons produced in EBIT is low compared to plasma or

beam-foil sources. Another advantage is their ," le energy coverage. In Fig. 1(a) we

show a spectrum of heliumlike iron obtained with a Si(Li) detector at a beam energy of

12 keV. The spectrum is dominated by the n=l-2 transitions, however, it also shows 1-3,

and 1-4 transitions, as well as features due to x rays produced in the radiative capture of

beam electrons. These features are situated at energies which exceed that of the electron

, beam, because the energy of x rays given off by radiative electron capture is the sum of the

electron energy plus the binOing energy of the newly formed ion. In fact, measurement of

the energies of the photons given off in the radiative capture of beam electrons by bare and

hydrogenic ions provides a means for determining the precise electron-ion interaction



energy, which differs from the acceleration potential by the space charge potential of the

beam.
&

Crystal spectrometers provide much higher-spectral resolution than solid-state

detectors. Their counting efficiency, however, is greatly reduced mainly because of low

crystal reflectivities. Figures 1(b) and (c) illustrate spectra obtained with L;BIT's flat-

crystal and von H_mos spectrometers[9]. The former provides intemaediate resolution

(X/A),.<__1,000)and a spectral bandwidth of about 10%; the latter instrunlent combines high

resolution (_./APv<4,000) and, because of the curved-crystal geometry, relatively high

counting efficiency, and has become the spectrometer of choice for high-resolution

measurements of x rays with _.< 3 7_. Both instruments employ position-sensitive, gas-

filled proportional counters. The EBIT instrumentation also includes a Johann-type crystal

spectrometer 0V/A_ < 800) for studying transitions in the soft x-ray region 10-20 A. This

instrument operates in vacuo and uses a 2-D microchannel plate-intensified wedge and strip

detector. A new, ion-extraction system has come online recently[10], and simultaneous

x-ray and charged-particle measurements are now possible.

3. RECENT PHYSICS RESULTS

There are many atomic physics issues currently under study on EBIT. In the

following we present dlree new results which pertain to the study of atomic structure of

high-Z ions, dielectronic recombination, and the measurements of ionization cross sections.

Precise measurements of the atomic stracture of very highly charged ions provide

benchmarks for the development of accurate relativistic wavefunctions. Data are needed in

particular to address the two most outstanding issues: electron correlations and the size of

the self-energy in multi-electron ions.

Recently, we have extended existing wavelength data along the neonlike iso-

electronic sequence from europium (Z=63), measured on the PLT tokamak,[ 11] to thorium

(Z=90). A spectrum of the 3s --+ 2p transitions in Th 80+is shown in Fig. 2(a_ The
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wavelengths of these lines are determined with respect to hydrogenlike and heliumlike

reference lines. A spectrum of the Lyman series in Ti20+ is recorded in second order (Fig.
I

2(b)) and, together with lines of the Lyman series in Ti21+ (not shown), provides a large
6

number of well known reference lines for the thorium lines. Results are listed in Table I.

A comparison with values calculated with Grant's multi-configuration Dirac-Fock code[ 12]

shows agreement within 3 eV. Similar close agreement was found for these transitions in

other high-Z neonlike ions such as mercury (Hg70+), tungsten (W64+), and europium

(Eu53+)[ 13]. This is remarkable, as higher order relativistic (frequency dependent Breit-

interaction) and quantum electr_,dynamical effects (vacuum polarization, self-energy)

contribute strongly to the transition energy.

Dielectronic recombination is an area of atomic physics which has recently received

much attention[14]. Since dielectronic resonances are closely clustered in energy, it may

appear at first glance that the EBIT technique is prevented from probing individual

resonances by the 60-eV energy spread in the beam energy. This limitation, however,

disappears, if high-resolution x-ray spectroscopy is used in the investigation. A spectrum

of the KLL lithiumlike dielectronic satellite lines of iron is shown in Fig. 3. These lines are

produced in the radiative stabilization of autoionizing levels populated in the dielectronic

capture of beam electrons by heliumlike ions, i.e.,

1S2 + e- _ 1s2e2g' _ ls 2 2g + hr.

The intensity of a given satellite depends on the beam energy because only those

electrons with the appropriate energy are captured dielectronically. The variation of satellite

• p with beam energy is shown in Fig. 4. Here we have normalized the satellite intensity to

the heliumlike ls2p lP 1 _ ls 2 1So line w (cf. Fig. l(c)) in order to eliminate the
l

dependence on the heliumlike ion density. Line w is measured intermittently by switching



the beam energy briefly to 6.9 keV. The resonance strength S for dielectronic capture,

defined as
J

fS - o(f(E) ) dE,

can be extracted ft'ore the data in Fig. 4 by performing the integration over energy. Note

that S is independent of the electron distribution function f(E). Setting the cross section for

electron-impact excitation of line w to its theoretical value Ow= 3.7 x 10-22cm2[ i,"i],a

preliminary detemlination of the resonance strength of p gives S = 1.1 + 0.4 x i0 -20cm 2.

This value compares to S = 0.8 x 10.20 cm 2 calculated by Chert using an MCDF code[16].

We conclude by mentioning ongoing measurements of the ionization cross section

of lithiumlike barium (Ba53+)[ 17]. A novel measurement scheme was developed based on

the fact that the steady-state charge distribution is determined in first approximation by a

balance of ionization and dielectronic recombination rates, provided the beam energy is set

to that of a strong dielectronic resonance. In other words, each ionization event is balanced

by a dielectronic recombination event. Counting the number of x-rays produced in the

dielectronic recombination process, therefore, represents a direct measure of the ionization

rate. An ionization cross section of o = 3.7 + 3.0 x 10.22 cm 2 was found for the process

1s22_ + e- --+ 1s2 + 2e- at a beam energy of 22 keV, which compares to the theoretical

value oi' 1.4 x 10.22 cre2[ 17]. We expect to reduce experimental errors and make

systematic comparisons with theory along the lithiumlike iso-electronic sequence in

upcoming experiments.
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TABLE I. Comp_u'ison between theoretical and experimental energies of 3s -_ 2p transitions ion

in neonlike Th80+. The theoretical values were obtained with Grant's multiconfigura-
J

tional Dirac-Fock code.[15] ECoulombis the relativistic Coulomb energy, EBmitis the

transverse Breit correction., EVp is the vacuum polarization energy, ESE is the self'-

energy, and EtotaI is the sum of the preceding columns. AE is defined as the

difference between the experimental energies Emeas and Etotal, All values are in eV.

Transitions ECoulomb EBreit Evp ESE EtotaI Emeas AE

(3s -+ 2p3/2)J=1 12360.2 -30.2 -3.8 9.5 12335.7 12338.7 3.0 + 0.9

(3s -+ 2p3/2)J=2 12349.6 -31.0 -3.8 9.5 12324.2 12327.5 3.3 + 1.0
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Fig. 1 X-ray cmission from EBIT: (a) Broadband spectrum (AE/E = 200 eV) from a solid-state

detector showing bound-be'and and free__ound emission of iron ior,,s; (b) storey
Q

spectrum (AE/E = 10 eV) frem, qat-crystal spec_'ometer; (c) very high-resolutien

spectrum (AF_A_= 1.7 eV) of helium'J le iron from a von H_imos spectrometer.

Fig. 2 Crystal spectra of (a) neonlike thorium (second order Bragg reflection) and (b) Lyman-

alpha series of heliumltke titanium (ftrst orcler), The titanium lines serve to caY,ibrate the

neonlike lines.

Fig. 3 High-resolution spectru_ af dielectronic satellite transitions in Fe23+ at an ,zlectron beam

energy of 4.76 ke\ '.

Fig. 4. Relative intensity of dielectronic satellite p as a function of beana energy. The actual

electron-ion interaction energy is reduced by a space-charge potential of 150 eV.
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